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Erasmus+ SAVE THE PLANET
- Last week we had a workshop with project ERASMUS+ and we talked 

about CARBON FOOTPRINT

- WE LEARNED HOW TO: minimize our carbon footprint, reduce our trash, 
how routine activities affect carbon footprint, how we can help the 
environment, what we should eat...





FOOD’S CARBON FOOTPRINT
- Recent studies say that more than a third-34%- of all greenhouse 

gas emissions are generated by food. 

- The impact of different foods on the environment varies greatly. 





WHAT CREATES FOOD’S CARBON FOODPRINT?
- PRODUCTION– the fertilisers, pesticides, feeding animals, materials used to 

grow or raise food 
- PROCESSING– harvesting crops and dispatching animals, the energy used in 

creating secondary foods (dairy products) 



- TRANSPORTATION- The distance food travels from where it is grown 
to the end of user. 

- STORAGE AND COOKING– the electricity involved in refrigerating and 
then cooking the food.

- WASTE 





SOLUTION:

- We learnt that we can reduce food’s carbon footprint by : 

- consuming less meat

- buying food that is local and
in season

- eating plant based



What is it ?, Is it healthy?, Benefits and negatives. 

PLANT BASED DIET



What is it?

- Plant based eating is focusing on foods primarily from plants : 
vegetables, fruits, nuts, seeds, oils, whole grains…

- It doesn't mean that you will never eat meat and dairy products 
again. It means that you choose more food from plant sources. 



HOW PLANT BASED DIET REDUCES CARBON FOOTPRINT?

- Reduces water and land use

- Lowers pollution- lower carbon footprint 

- Slows deforestation and reduces destruction of topsoil





HOW CAN YOU START EATING PLANT BASED?
- LOTS OF VEGETABLES: fill half of your plate with colorful vegetables, or 

eat vegetables as a snack 

- CHANGE THE WAY YOU THINK ABOUT MEAT: we’re kids and we
NEED meat, it’s bid source of protein and needed nutrients. Use it as a 
decoration on your plate not as a big base.

- INCLUDE WHOLE GRAINS FOR BREAKFAST: start with oatmeal, 
quinoa, buckwheat... 

- GO FOR GREENS: try to add green vegetables to your smoothies like
kale or spinach 





PLANT BASED ON PEOPLE'S HEALTH

- LOWER BODY PRESSURE: Several studies have shown that plant based
diet can reduce blood pressure and risk of heart disease, stroke, and type 2 
diabetes.

- DECREASED RISK OF CANCER: AICR says the best way to source cancer is 
to eat a diet rich in vegetables, fruit, grains, beans, nuts, seeds, and some 
animal foods.

- IMPROVED CHOLESTEROL: Healthy diet can help keeping cholesterol 
levels in check. Specifically, moving away from a diet filled with animal products
toward primarily plant based can lower LDL (“bad”) cholesterol by 10 to 15 
percent

-





NEGATIVES OF PLANT BASED DIET 
- LACK OF NUTRIENTS: nutrients found in animal products should be 

supplemented on this diet. Deficit of these nutrients can lead to hair 
loss, mood changes, weight loss, damage of brain health…. 

- May be challenging to eat enough PROTEIN.

- It requires LIFESTYLE CHANGES and planning=MEAL PREPARATION,
which can take longer time.
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